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S GLOBE
Designed by K. N. Monro M.A., and E. O.
Tancock B.A., this Ingenious piece of
Apparatus will be Found Extremely Use-

ful in the Study of Astronomy
AS its name conveys, this ingenious

piece of apparatus is designed to en-
able one to locate the position and

movements of celestial bodies in the
heavens. It consists of a hollow glass
sphere, partly filled with liquid to represent
the horizon, which may be rotated- on its
support to represent the apparent
motion of the celestial bodies
around the earth. In addition
to rotation the globe may be
tilted in its supporting ring, and
adjusted for any latitude in the
northern hemisphere by means of
a screw clamp sliding on a quad-
rant arm. The globe may also be
set for latitude south of the
equator, by withdrawing the rod
from the clock dial and tilting to
the required position. A line,
graduated in degrees of time, is
marked round the globe, equidis-
tant from the two poles, to repre-
sent the celestial equator. Along
this the Right Ascension of any re-
quired star can be measured from
the first point of Aries, shown by
the sign m.

The Scale
The declination of a star north

or south of the equator may be
measured by means of the scale
provided with the apparatus. The
ecliptic, the path of the sun (and
approximately that of the moon)
through the heavens, is marked
by a broken line ; and two small
hemispheres, of which the flat
sides are adhesive, are provided
for affixing to the globe, to show A front
the daily positions of the sun and
moon respectively.

Some of the brighter stars of the principal
constellations are marked on the surface of
the globe in the respective positions in which
they would appear in the heavens if seen by
the eye of an observer situated at the
centre. The rod passing through/ the
stopper of the globe represents the axis of
the celestial sphere, and points approxi-
mately to the Pole Star, about which all
constellations stars appear to revolve.
This apparent motion is, of course, due to
the Earth's daily rotation about its axis.

Using the Apparatus
When the apparatus is in use it should be

placed with the brass quadrant pointing
south along the meridian of the place of
observation. A magnetic compass is pro-
vided, to enable it to be set with consider-
able accuracy ; allowance should be made
for the annual variation if this is known,
and the axis should point due north. The
small red hemisphere representing the sun,
should then be placed on the ecliptic, its
position depending upon the date of observa-
tion, and the globe turned to bring the sun
exactly on to the meridian in a southerly
direction.

The pointer above the clock dial is then
adjusted to indicate noon, and the slide on
the quadrant is set to the latitude of the
place.

The Adhesive Hemispheres
The apparatus is now ready for use, and

view of the Astroglobe with the quadrant arm
on the right.

by rotating to any required time of day the
true direction of the stars and constellations
can be observed. The small silvered hemi-
sphere representing the moon should also be
affixed in or very near the ecliptic in the
correct position for the date under con-
sideration. The Astroglobe is sold com-
plete in a wooden case with an explanatory
handbook, and costs £3 3s.
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A LETTER -SORTING

MACHINE

LETTER sorting in big towns is a task
calling for considerable skill and care-

ful organisation, and when sorted manually,
each letter often has to be handled several
times. A new machine has recently been
installed at Brighton which can consign
a letter to any one of 325 boxes whereas a
manual sorter can only deal with 48 boxes.
The new machine has a total capacity of
24,000 letters per hour and, so far as
Brighton is concerned, the letter is disposed
of in a single operation.

PLEASE SEND NOW FOR

THE STUART
CATALOGUE NO. 3

6 POST FREE

describing in 72 profusely illustrated
pages the full range of Stuart products-
STEAM ENGINES and BOILERS,
PUMPS, PETROL ENGINES,
FITTINGS, SCREWS, DRILLS,

MATERIALS, ETC.

The " SUN "
Set of Castings and Parts . 12,'6

Fully machined set . . . 30 -
Finished, tested and painted 45,-

STUART TURNER LTD.,
HENLEY-ON-THAMES

NOW is the Time
To INCREASE
Your HEIGHT

The turn of the year is the best time to
develop Height with the aid of Challoner's
Famous Formula-

H.T.N. TABLETS
and easy system : well tried : harmless and
safe. No strenuous exercises or old-
fashioned appliances. If one box is insuffi-
cient, we guarantee to supply a further
box FREE of all charge. E.H. (Sutton)
writes : " Results beyond expectations and
I am as pleased as Punch." Act NOW!
Send JO. stamp for full particulars in sealed
envelope. Sample 70. Book on height
improvement 3d. P.O. or stamps only.
Colonial Return Air Mail i /- extra.

THE CHALLONER CO. (late of Bond St.) --
Department H49, Laboratory and Works :
HYDE HEATH. AMERCHAM, BUCKS.
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